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Introduction to the Global Exploration Roadmap 
 The GER is a human space exploration 
roadmap developed by 14 space agencies 
participating in the International Space 
Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG)
• First released in 2011.  Updated in 2013 and 
2018
 The non-binding strategic document reflects 
consensus on expanding human presence 
into the Solar System, including
• Sustainability Principles
• Importance of ISS and LEO
• The Moon:  Lunar vicinity and Lunar surface
• Mars:  The Driving Horizon Goal
www.globalspaceexploration.org
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Human and Robotic Lunar Exploration
Preparatory Activities: Critical Exploration Technologies
 Critical technologies identified and 
gaps assessed
 Lunar exploration provides 
opportunity to drive technologies 
needed for Mars, such as:
• Enhanced Reliability Life Support
• Solar Electric Propulsion and Power
• Surface power
• Extended mobility
• Dust mitigation
• ISRU
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ISECG Mission Scenario
